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Abstract
The aims of algorithms in health care system are to indicate the right path of clinical decisions while standardizing and equalizing
performance of practitioners. In addition, it improves the quality of health care and minimizes the risk of litigation. “DRAKON” algorithm is the
ergonomic algorithm which helps to prevent mistakes and ambiguities. This article presents an algorithmic “DRAKON” language, which uniforms
algorithms and allows complete clinical tasks successfully.
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Introduction
Throughout 1980’s and 1990’s guidelines of all sorts were
created. However, multiple studies demonstrated limited impact
on physicians’ decision making [1]. Diagnoses and treatment
modalities differ all around the globe and some could lead to a
variability of implementations and result in multiple outcomes.
A well-designed algorithm could standardize and improve
the path of diagnosis and treatment [2]. Studies suggest that
algorithms improve the health care system and allow achieve a
higher degree of standardization across patient management.
Also, accurately applied algorithms based on the best available
evidence lead to a more efficient treatment and better outcomes
[3,4]. The vast volumes of literature on algorithms provide very
little information on how to generate an ergonomic algorithm.
Most of the resources simply include examples of algorithms
without the unifying system.

The quality of algorithm is based not only on how concise
and inclusive it is, but also weather the sequence of steps is
logical and the terminology clear [5]. Obviously, one of the most
important aspects of an algorithm is its efficiency [6]. In this
article we introduce one of the most efficient ways of writing and
reading algorithms called “DRAKON”.
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Algorithmic “DRAKON” language
“DRAKON” is a visual, graphic, and algorithmic programming
language. This language was created following combined effort
from Russian space agency and Russian Academy of Sciences
in their collaborative work of building spaceship “Buran”. Later
this language was adapted to many other space industry projects
[7]. Vladimir Parоndzhanov is one of the creators of “DRAKON”
language [8].

In aviation, oil industry, and the nuclear power plants
ergonomic algorithms are widely used. The main advantage is
interpretation of the action sequence in the same way by every
user [9]. This resulted in exceptionally high safety records
associated with previously mentioned industries. The WHO
frequently indicates aviation industry as a gold safety standard.
Any uncertainties make the algorithm difficult to read, interpret,
understand, and follow. It increases the chance of mistake.
“DRAKON” helps to prevent mistakes and ambiguities.
The motto of “DRAKON” language is: “the pathway of actions
becomes clear at a glance” [10]. The ergonomic algorithms
facilitate learning process, especially in emergency situations
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where coordinated approach from all team members is required
[11].

How to read “DRAKON” algorithms

In order to read “DRAKON” charts, one needs to know 9
standardized icons and the sequence in which those icons are
read. Each algorithm does not necesseraly contain all 9 icons. The
number of icons depends on demand. There are two algorithmic
drawings in DRAKON. Primitive is a simple chart without a tree.
Silhouette contains several trees. The primitive algorithm is read
vertically starting with the icon ‘Start’ and finishing at the ‘End’.

If the algorithm includes several trees, three simple steps need to
be followed: 1. read the names of trees horizontally from the left
to right; 2. read each tree from the top to bottom in the vertical
direction; 3. analyse each branch following questions, directions,
or instructions.

Any type of “DRAKON” algorithm needs to be read strictly in
the same order. There is no need to memorize each step because
repeated use of algorithms eventually leads to automaticity.
“DRAKON” charts allow performing different tasks at sequence.
We are presented the “DRAKON” algorithm how to provide
management in the third stage of delivery (Figure 1).

Figure 1: “DRAKON” algorithm “Active management of third stage of labour”.
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Conclusion
The importance of clinical algorithms in the patient diagnosis,
treatment, and intervention is obvious. Similarly, algorithms are
useful in education of medical practitioners, especially while
working as a team. In order to maximize the utility of algorithms,
they need to be simple, inclusive, and ergonomic, so that every
user executes a specific algorithm in the identical manner. Medical
care requires an instant implementation of latest scientific
achievements. DRAKON algorithm can be used for practical
“skills and drills” of undergraduate and postgraduate students.
The “DRAKON” charts standardize, ensure quality of diagnostic
and treatment procedures. It minimizes the possibility of error,
thus, increases patient safety.
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